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ABSTRACT
Intended for researchers in a varifty of fields, this

'journal issue contains articles that profide guidance for technical
.writing for publication. Following an introduction, the first article
explores some of the reasons papers are rejected by.editors,
including research design 'problems, lack of clarity and style, or
unsuitability for the journal. The

'problems,,
article offers peer aditing

tips for professionals, spebifically how to work with partner and
how to speed edit to assess a .document's purpose, audience, scope,
and structure. The third article offers seven specific.guidelines for
clearer, more precise prose writing. (HTH)
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INTRODUCTION

by Cheryl W. Ruggiero

For the past decade, have been teaching writing,
athising writers, and editing manusciipts. I've coun-
seled researchers in a variety of fields; including sociol-
ogy, law. engineering, economics, food sciences, -tex-
Hes, computer science, education, veterinary medicine,,
and communication. They have expressed feelings
afmut writing that range from pleasure in the challenge
to drFad of ever having to do it again, and from arro-
gance to abject insecurity. Many seemed to struggle not
only with their methodology and data but with a shad-
oy monster, both hostile and competitive, which
lh,bered -dut there in the profession"ready to attack.
&your. and destroy-. Most had missed, in their earlier
%. ruing experiences, the straightforward advice and
open encouragement of colleagues_

I his issue of the AIR Profeisiona File offers both
and rs a tirst-rate sample of what is greatly needed, not
lust in institutional research but throughout the aca-
demic community. Elton, vith the authority of expe-
rience and the energy of good ,humor, names and dis-
pels the monster, and pros des an insider's insight into
An'at makes .7.riung good enough to publish. Liberated
h I hon. readers will find that Mullins next'4ets them
in on tiAo techniques that much-published colleagues
ha\ e probably been using all along. Slle details sound.
specific practices that can change writing riom0 fond .

delensibe grip(' into an expqnsibe and genuinely possi-
ble act I he reader is then ready for Smoot's lib ely
ad% lee on sentence style. which can keep a writer from
burying good information in sle4-inducing "unncces-
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nary complexity' " From motivations to mechanics,
these good writers gibe good advice.

I hope that these articles will set many of you back
to writing, and to writing more clearlyland directly. We
are a body of inquirers, .And written work-both nour-
ishes and moves us. Most of us rarely go even a week
without learning something that would be useful fur
someone else, wHether it is a local detail or a global
principle. The rest of us need to read ; but it! if we
don't write-- more and better to each other, many of
us are likely to remain pumbertcrunchers and file
makers discovering, but failing to interpret and com-
municate. That would he a loss for all 'of' us. To gain
instead, we need to reject the fear of rejection, find ,

partnerships. break free of entangling roundabout
phrases. and WRIE!

P

A

REFLECTIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
'OF AN EDITOR

by Charles I. Elton

As I was overtaking- two colleagues in a hall during air
national conference. I overheard one say, ... the
main reason I hesitate to write for publication is my
fear of being rejected." I was startled to hear an arpar-
ently honest confession and. as I passed them, the sym-
pathetic: response, ",Yett, me too." I say "honest confes-
sion" because usually it is phrased as "lack of time."
tieber habe I heard "lack of anything .,borthwhile to
write about." but perhaps I should spend more time in
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, hallways! Can fear of rejection'be conqUered by knowl-
edge and\tiformation'? Since almost 'every,one has time
and data viorth sharing through the publication pro -
cess.iet us assume that fear of rejection can be subdued
by knowledge.

I recommend that you begin by reciting daily: "Have
I ever met someone Who has publAed and who has
not been rejected?" Let's start a new club.

youryour publishes'. colleagues if they nave had articles
rejected, I'll begin a national honor roll of those who
answer "No." 1 might even try to raise some prize .

money. ,O( course.Nyou'll- have to send me their names
and promise to tell then) what you're doing because we
don't want to einbarrass.anyone! (-Ihave a friend who.
keeps a national honor roll of liars.

Selecting Your Title

I admit.to being p rverse, but the place to begin your
stand against "tear of rejection" is with the title 6f your
article of over. Now. I 'kinow what most people do:
'Write the title absolutely last (hut before revision, of
course). Ask yourself before wu start planning an arti-
cle. "What is the title of my paper?" If you can answer
that question in ten words or less you're off to an excel-
lent start. This is a- worthwhile beginning because the

title!pay help in the literature review and serve as a
beacon for organi/ing, the discussion and conclusion
sections.

You will kniw you are ma kingrapid progress when
you begin altering thy titles of others' articles after
reading ,ttkm. Probably the fist thing td do is attempt
to shorten 'the title. While it's a rule of thumb and
exists onl to be -broken. yoi hould start out with a
handicap of ten words or less. Consider-the following
title7-Computer-Prepared QuestiOnnaires and Group-. .

ing henries: Considerations for Mail Sursey in Aca-
demic Seltings." Yes. I published thas title. but an
improed, %ersion is "Comparison of Questionnaire
Rtisponses l:sing Holland and Biglan Models."

ikceentl., a wilier obsersied tat a colon in the title
see ned to he characteristic of rrAst published articles.

wondered, tongue-in-check, whet her it might
he an absolute retAirement for getting an article
accepted for publication. You,will.hate passed the.test
for ()Nevi:or:ling-1cm- of rejection when it is ,second
nature to alter titles with colons in them. Therefore, it
ma it he ..tirprising to learn that Journal roiewers.
recommend change in title tor approximately twenty -
11%e perCent of the articles they rotew.

Reasons for Rejection

M. it me manuscripts trualls rejected? I he nnijor
reasons .I\ en b\ tv,o re\ ier,ters tor. rejecting 92 mantis-

, cripts stihnnt ted 10 Research in Higher Educan('n were
tabulated and calygorud: thj percentage of total
comments made. 'from highest to loweAt. were as fol-
lows statistical problems (22' research design prob-
lems ). discussion and concl.nsion problehis (16(i),
lack of reader appe:d 14'; ). inadelftlikte litera:urt
re\ Icy. t I2', I. problems of claret)
of Lontrihunon to thcjiteraturc (wi)

pi, I /I? ,,

t.

Statistical Ind Research Design iSsues. Almost half
of the piper rejections involve statistical and research
design issues. Furthermore, because dircussion and
conclusion criticiSms tend to flow direct;y from inap-
propriate statistical and desitn problems. 56 percent
involve mothodologIcal concerns. This proi/ides addi-
tional support for the suggestion by Carolyn Mullins
that you ask a colleague who is.quantitatively sophisti-
cated to reviewyour paper before sending it off for
.putification. Better yet, seek some advice before begin-
ning the analysis of your data!

Some .may grumble. " . but that requires a lot of
time and bother!" I agree. The value plaCed on time
varies among .individuals. to be sure. However. I'd be
inclined' to spend time on almost anything if I knew
that the probability of a Oesireci--an favorable payoff
increased by 50 percent aN a result.

Do -statisticians always receive favorable reviews.
then? No. not always. However, their acceptance rate,
per article submitted, is among the highest of any com-
parison group..-

In ipassing, it: sh9uld be. noted that occasionally a
pap\er is rejected because of a methodological issue,
when it shotild have been accepted. Reviewers and edi-
tors have feet of clay, too. So, shoilld that happen,
don't he afraid to take pen in hand (or word processor)
and telt the editor that the reviewers probably didn't
read yottr paper carefullV'enoug,h. (Always blame the
feviewers rather than the editor; I do.) It is good forrA
to present, also, the reasons for the misunderstanding,
regardless of whom you blame. The odds dire that the
editor will reconsider the paper and eitlier select new
reviewers to assess yur paper or forward your corn;
meats to the original reviewers for their responses to
your concerns.' Generally. editors are impressed with
authors who are ableqo defend their methodology.

Lack of Reader Interest. The rejection_of a paper for
the fourth mosj common reason (lack of interest to He
readers) is almost always due to author laciness or
ignorance. or both. The author should ri6t- subrrfit a
manuscript to 'journal that he she has not pertfsed
beforehand. Or; as editorial law number 5 states: "It

you haven't read the journal. don't send it there."
(Please don't inquire about the first four laws.) A trip
to he. library' maN result in the disemety of a plethora
of journals that might he interested in publishing your
paper;

41.
In. examining each journal, look for and read tin:

"information for authors" xection, usuall round inside
the Wont or back cover. (Oecasionalk, that section
appears tinl ) once each year.) It is there that you will
discmer whether or not your paper "fits" that journal,
that. is, whether regular readers will he interested in
your paper. Should a journal not contain a section for
authors. cross it off our list of potential outlets and
contirrite your seared Ask colleagues what Journals
kite% subscrihe to. or it the know someone who %Lin-
sCrIneS to a particular Journal of interest that ma not
he in the librar!,_ Asa fringe benefit of this technique.
mill increase the number of friends and acquain-

least. the friends outnumber the
grouches!
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A second creator henclit is derived from a thorough
reading of the journal. You learn in a relatively painless
manner about the,journal's style and format. There is
,more variation in journal style and format than seems
pOssible for the relatively smatll mkt-Tiber of journals that
exist. Nonetheless, reviewers and editors are well ac-
quainted %kjal these journal vagariPs. At all costs, you
do not Want your paper's tormat to/imply to /4, reviewer
that it has been reject:d by another journal. Held, hath
no fury like.a iournai that believes it has been chosen
tfnli as "second best!" 1 he corollary Of this notion is
self c\ ident. Should your paper he rejected by a journal
with a different style or format that? is required by the
one to which you will submit it next, it iswell worth
your time and effort to retype your paper in the
approved forfm. r.(More about. this later.) Every edito
and reviewer has had occasion to read a manuscript
with not only a ",foreign" format but with the original
reiewer's critical comments still visible in the margins!
I here may he a better way to ensure rejection, but
offhand I can't think of it.

It rs probably a wifste of time and money to tele-
phone an editor to inquire Acther or not your paper is
tulable for a specific journal. Most editors are hesitant
to make that decision user the phone. Their likely
responses boil down to. "We'll be glad tq review the
article and send Not, our comments." For that effort
you hike learned that it ma> or may'not fit the readers
Of that journal.

a tl

have appeared on that topic. An example might be
another study on the relationship of grade point aver-
lige to SAT or ACT scores. The correlations between

, these ,variables have been reported so frequently that
there is little or no justifieationfor,yet another exampt:
at "Institution X." Editors are conscious of the costsr---
associated with publishing a paper and the backlog of
papers waitimg to be published. The.) are, therefore,
reltictAnt to accept an article on a topic that Was been
exhaustively researched and does 'not add somethin
new to the literature.

Inadequate literature Revier. Inadequate literature
re%iew, the filth reason given for not accepting an arti-
cle. stems from the habitual reading patterns followed:
b

arti-
cle,_

iew editors. t that is, the title is read first. fol-
lowed b!, the abstract, and then the references. Editors
usually send manuscripts to reviewers who are inter-
est(:.if and especially competent in specific topics. Sup-
pose a iriniewer iS reading a paper on student attrition
and does nut find the mime or names of Pasearella.
Spad%. Ierj,iinl. or limo in the reference section.
Ilote reading the miller. the reviewer has decided that
the literature te%iew Is inadequate. hidence.that the ,

author does not appear tq he acquainted with. the
mainstream lite.rature on student attrition is riot likely
to make a good impression.

( larity and Stile. Problems of darn\ and style hake
hcen dean %kith in another sectiot of this issue Editing
Protessionm %%fling_ Again. a friend, eoll.caguc on
soothe Mal be of great help in these matters. ttia11,115.

problems ol Omit\ and st lc are encountemi more tre-
knientl% among beginning authors than \kith experienced
viituts tn. as flacon noted, "Reading maketh a full
ratan. C0illefetiLl' a leads man. and writing an exact
man

J

Contribution to the Literature. I he last reason iden-
tniud le\ .;..v.erN for relecting a paper is that it does
not contribute to the literature I he implication of this
criticisms 1, that the paper does not add know leds.:e
he that alicad% supplied h% numerous studies that

iN

Dealing with Rejection

A crfmrrrep ,ssumption made by many editorial
reviewers is that. there is a journal willing to publish
any manuscript that exists. This belief may be a close
relative of the one that assumes there is a college wil-
ling to enroll any applicant! And, at times, in a letter of
rejection, an editor may suggest the name ,of another
journal that the author might consider as an outlet for
an article. (This is moire frequent if the article does not
"fit" the journal's readership.) Currently my position is
a straddle. That is, I WOULD encouragt a beginning
author who receives a rejection note to roise the article

'and submit it elsewhere. After an author has published
seven to ten articles, unless the editor invites a revision:
a rejected article is probably best filed away for some
other occasiorrand energy devoted to a new, manus-
cript. 'I his opinion is based on the assumption that for
an experienced, published author, it is non - productive
to spend much tirrrtt&ying to rescue a rejected manu-
script. however. I hasten to add, "Ask notfor whoa.'
the bell tolls; it may he for an errant editor."

Exploring Other Avenues

For those to whoaf quantitative studies are abhor-
rent. potential for publication is still extremely rosy.
literature rev iews are among the most desired and val-
uable articles in print. Most editors begin to salivate
when one of these shows up in the morning mail. Dedi-
cated work. lots of time, and persistent motivation are
their hallmarks. Perhaps that accounts for their relative
rarity. Begin with a topic that fascinates you, read
everything that has been written' on that topic. and
06:antic it! Since a common problem is organisation.
that skill may he imprmed by reading se%eral exam-
ples: the annual review published b Journal

liehuvii)t. arts article in Review of Educational
Research. or any of Kenneth Feldman's articles in
Research in Higher Education. 0

finally. remember that happiness is getting an article
accepted tot puhhcatiow

a.
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. each other, but Mat's, not the intent of working with a
' partner. The pnrpose is simply to provide you itith
. someone who can help you work' more effectively (or _

I share the blame whet) things go wring);
. . .. 7 ..4

WORK SMARTER: .
4

4. WRITING TIPS FOR PROFESSIONALS.
, e

'0 Who Can Do it?
,

.
. .. .

.(' ...

ll"' 4/
'' by Carolyn J. Mullins' . ,

. . Just about any,eilueated person can ct asa critiC fOr
...

Adding two techniques. to Your bag Of-writing, tools an academic or other profedional. M.. st 1)eople prefer. ,.

will, help you. writes more 'efficiently and effectively. to find a partner in their own field r office, but some
These techniques, working with a'partnbr'and speed deliberately pick someone who isn't. Why? These wri- .

editing. help with any kind of writing .but work ek- .ters figure that they've communicated Clearly if an out-
. dally well for acadeinics.and professionals. , sider understands. ?

..
., t,

.
kome writers use a spouse (thoygOthat can 'strkin,),.'

' the marriageif the criticism isn't handled carefully),
. ,
Unbiased Evaluation Helps, You Revise.Better 'and some useatn editor or editorial consultant. .

. . .,
The met of writing involves you ds'eply inydut topic. ,

.. That's good because it helps you keep going even over . What Help 'When? i
rcugh spots. It's also bad. though, because it blinds you .

to the flaws in what you've written, and ,objectivity is You can gsk fork help at three different times in the
probably the single most important ingredient in s0e- ,document produalbn cycle. One is Tight after the first
cessful revision. There's also a small- matter of ego; draft, When you'd otherwise have to put the thing in a
most writers' work means a great deal to them. The bottom drawer and fooget it, for a time (also.nown as
more effort they've devoted to their work, the more the ;',cooling" it). The second is after you've done an organ- .

,, work means and the harder it i4 to cut, rework, and izational overhaul and whipped your headings and
..;

, generally rtvise:effectively.. I
. ' subheadings into shape. The third is toward the end bf

How do you get objectivity, without sacrificing the the process whim %oil think youlye got,all the.wording
ins olvernent,that keeps You going? On'e way is to work straight and yOu're about ready to produce a final
with a partner. who can read and criticize your work copy. . .
i.itlout being hung up on feelings. When, you and a On a first daft, ask for general criticism of organiza-
partner act qs crjtics for each other two or three times ion and..substlinCe. Ask particularly that the critic
in the course of revising a document, both of you.gain rt rk sections thai seem to repeat'and sections that he
by being able to .work more efficiently and effectively. or she was unprepared for. As you and your partner. .

,ie A second way is to learn speed editing,. which' lets you : , gain experience, you'll also* able to mark for'each
work 'on'you,r own documents without sacrificing other places in the document where you were expecting 4.
obpctivity. ' topics that never appeared. Speed editing. discussed

... This section sells hoWto make both techniques work later, helps you evaluate a first draft rapidly and
for you. effectively. :,

On a later draft, ask critics to Check the logic of .
Two Heads Are Better Than One ' organization and mark sections that seem redundant.

.... There- shouldn't be many such. sections at thisotage.
An old saying has it that two heads are better than Ask them to mark' sections that don't have enough

sone, and )t certainly holds for wriing skills. Criticism's. \headings and .stibheadirigs, sentences that aren't clear, r
hard t o t tke, especially the-litst few times, bUt a critic's technical language you've used unnecessarily, grammat-
unbiased opinions are eiour ticket to better and faster ical errors, and so on. The goal ofthis check is to work

6 writing. . ,....? at a level of detail thars'not possible or appropriate on - ---

Good critics offer a viewpoint different from your a first .draft. With technical writers and editors and
and thus can spot tkings you haven't made clear. They experiencedcrides, ,iiou can also benefit from editing
stimulate your thinking by asking questions mid mak- and rewriting that gives you senten es you can use arid,
ifig suggestions. Because they can work on a docuMent

/ even when wrong, shows clearly w ere and why you're
that yotiNN had to lay aside for a time. they make it -3,failint; to communicate. ,

possible for you to gain s
,

,some distance from the manus-
crept And ;till "work" on it. For long-term writing improvement,vement. start a list of

comments and corrections that recur often. Keep theI he,..also help to assure accuracy and, in an organi-
ration or on certain research projects, they help you list ova your desk and use the suggestions as a guide to

asoid siolation of rules and regulations on confidential-
)

better' Writing. As you get Taults crossed off the
list,. replace them with n prick Writing is a dynamicits. You'll usually find, too, that critics' questions and
process, you can always learn something new about it,attempts,c,tolarify help you to think more logically.
gt) you should never be%ivtthout an improvement card.

1

As .you Nos ide help in retail. yiull make a marve-
ilous and comforting discovery: You re not the only 'wri- Conversely: because improving writing is tough work, ..

ter in the world who produces terrible first drafts and never saddle yourself with too many things to improve

for ets important steps. at the same time Try not to have more than five items
ornetimes partnerT wind up cosauthorinLpapers.with on that,list at once. __.,

...
.
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How To Ask for Help I
. .

When ii comment doesn't make stise, even aft
you've given it cormidErable tktyight, either ask the
critic nicely to discuss the problem wit'you or have
.sonkeone else read and criticize. CAUTION: Restrict

The nicest way to ask for help is in person. Ask until
you find someone who' is willing to tryworking With
you. When you have the first document ready, make a
list of things you think might. be wrong with it. Write
down thdate by which you need to have,a response.
Thank the critic wheal the document returns and offer,
to return the favor.

When you act as a critic Ail-self, be as tactful as
possible. Try to offer constructive suggestions. For
instance, "This is a terrible section" will irritate even
the most event,temtiered author. But. "You need more

background inforthation hem" will, help the author
repair a' flaw without feeling defensive. -There, is a
Golden Rule for'success as a critic: "If you, can't say
something nice, at least say it tactfully."

Peace of Mind versus a Sea of Commeids

. Most writers greet that first document-full of sugges-
tions with a sinking feeling in the pit of trip stomach.
And particularly when they're. new to partner work,
they may ,find any riticism hard to accept. To make
that task easier,Premind yourself that the critic is saving

'you time. You'd never find all those mistakes on your
own.

Take es ery comment., seriously. Even when critics
don't describe a problem correctly, almpst always they
hiv,e pointed out a gemuine problem ,thgt .needs fixing. I
rsoc,:. had a client to whom a jourffal referee had
rciurned his article with the comment that he couldn't
s e f.Vhy the author had "discussed sexuality four only
t ree pates" when, Clearly, that topic was central to the

M$ client was livid; he came to nit with his
fi gers-clasping a hefty group of pages fhat discussed'
seNuaity. When I looked at his headings, though, this.
is what I found:

The section on. sexuality was only three pages long,
but the section on dating behavior contin..ued the dis-
cussion. The referee had been Misled by the headings..

. A true reflection of the document's organization looked
more like this:

.
I. Problem statement

II. Method sectiion
III. Sexuality

4. Definition
B.Dating behavior

IV. Discussion and conclusions

With a simple change in headings and heading levAls
anti set y little else, that paper werft back to the journal
editor, who returned the article lo the referee, who
recommended acceptance for publication. (Example
adapted from Mullins, VV.)

Sortie writers obkct that the critic shou'd have read
more carefully. hiff they miss the point. No reader
should ever he required to guess what it is.yOto mean.
Your responsibility is to communicate accurately. In
genera), if a critic interprets your words in a certain,
wrong *Ally, chances are other read.4 will make the
same error.

al*

yourself to clarification. Dopy debate. Debating may,
well cost yall the help of your critic,

A

`.Speed Editina

Speed editing combine's skim reading with brief notes
to help you grasp.a document's contents quickly. The
technique isk best learned on a' partner's docpment
becaumyou won't get hung up on its familiarity~ Onc e
you've acquired skill, though, you carr use it to eva'uate
your own documents, where. you'll find, it a useful aid
to gainini objctivity.

The purpose of the technique, which is most useful
on firSt drafts but,can also be used later in the revision
p-iocess, is to assess the clOcurrient'S reader, purpose,
scope, and apparent plan (outline). To use the tech-
nique, follow these %kat

11.1

I. Skim the druument Youicklyi. Try to identify the
intended reader (who is going to get this document, r.
and is it apprPpriately written for that reader?); the
purpose Lwhy is the writer writing?); and the scope
(what range does the topic cover?). Skim by placing
your hanst at the top of the first pagewith the,fin-
gers spread from one margin to the othel-. Draw
your hand down the page rapidly, forcing your eyes
to follow along just above the,fingers. Try to train
your eyes to take in a line at a time, not just a few,
,words (this takes time). Take no more than five
minutes to skim a 10-page document.

2. Return to the front of the document. In the margin,
briefly summarize the topic of each paragraph and
its connection to the paragraph just before it. If you
see no connection, say so. Make the notesbriel; they
don't need to be neat or thorough. Take no more
than a minute per page to makqnd1es.

3. When you've taken notes on eary page, try to make
an outline of the document down to the third level
of impOrtance (roman numerals, capital letters, arable

lhs:Umerals). Don't use the author`is outline as a giiide,
even if it's been given to you: (Most documents,
change shape as the author writes.) What you want
to know is the outline the author actually used, not
the outline he or she tried to use. Also, don't try to
evaluate or reorgOnize. All you want is "the facts" of
the situation

4. Next, try to find a central theme for the document.
What's it all about? Try to write the theme in fewe'r
than 50 words. If you weren't able to identify the
reader earlier, try again now.

5. Now, evaluate the plan of organization by marking
on the outline where topics repeat, where they seem.
out. of place, or where topics treated at the same
level of importance don't actually appear to be
equally important. This evaluation is the basis fiir
organizational revision of the document.

technique seems immensely difficult at first.
Most writers simply aren't used to forcing themselves
to skim quickly and to take notes sloppily. If youdon't,

pre A 1R Profeotional File 1w. 21 5
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1_. though, you'll spend too much time at the task. N.ot

' only does that paste-your time, it also destroys some.of
the. objettivity you bring to the task. The beauty of
speed editing is precisely that it lets you review docu-
ments objeCtive19.' f '

'On4 ce you've learned the technique on documents
belonging to ote , you'll'be 'able to use it un your
own document. t jectivity will always he a 'problem,
but not as much go with this technique because it
makes you concentrate on the forest (the whole dOcu-
ment), not the frees (words4entences, and paragraphs).
You'll also find.the technique handy for grading, papers
and tests, evaluiting documents you referee for jour-

. pals and Fund - granting ffirgiinizatitns, and a.jiost of
other docunients .

.

';Vole: For "4nore.information on these techniques and
how they fit into a systematic process for writing and
revising, see A1allins,(1989). Chapetrs 114 n.3 explai
systematic. efficient revision'in d t tail.

L

a.
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EDITING PROFESSIONAL WRITING

by Joyce G. Smoot

Most/4-44 us tr5 to make our prose clFar, straightfor-
ward, and efficient. We can't always avoid complexity;
sometimes our writing is complex because our subjects
are eomplek Fine. But-sometimes we create Inneces-
sary complexity because of our

,
writing styles. In a hur-

ried World. we need'to avoid such inefficiency.
Specifically, though, how can writers reduce the

unnecessary noise in their writing? This articre provides
some 'arp.wers by discussing sesen specific guidelines
and applying them to samples ,,t prose from institu-
:lonal research reports:, ( Points I. 2. 3. 4 adapted from
(1 A. points 5. 6, 7 ad /red from Venolia.

I. A% oid-slow sentence beiinn:ngs.
Most sentences hegir.tiing with there is and it is,

for example; can he .:ficiently revised. Considur this
sentence:1"h is ':nnecessary to await the arrival of
tinkersal and inexpensive inter-.mainframe commun-
ication." Fditing produces "Awaiting the arrival of
unkersal and inexpensive intertnainframe eommurf-
Kation is unnecessary," a revision, that is mac face-
ul and ley' wordy.
I)on't'use a form of the weak sorb, to he, whop you
can use .a strong. at:WA! .erg

s

.

I he subject, and erb positions are the most pow-
ertul positions in a sentence; don't dilute this power
v, nil mere place holder verbs. Compve the sentence,

1 his problem is in need of investigation." to this.

A the 41R Prijorrefil frlr Vf, 2/
4

l"This problem rids investigation." Th© second ver-
b won isctearly more economical and direct.

3. Avoid using crrings of prepositional phrases.
Prepositions connect .nouns or pronouns

some other woad (the object .of the preposition) and,
show the relationship between the noun or pronoun
and the object, Common' prepositions include about,
by, during, fop, from, in, of WI, to, upon, and with.
The information contained in iSrepositioup phrases

, t can frequently be included in other, smoother ways.
. Consider this sentence: : "An introduction to the

, Virginia budget process is necessary for an under-
standing of our decision-theoretic model." Notice
that the sentence contains three prepositional
phrases, "to' th,e Virginia budget -process," "for an
understandiv and "of our, decision- theoretic
model."

a
By using an active verb instead of is and revising

the,prerositional phrases, we get, "An introduction
to the Virginia budget process will .help readers
understand our decisiOn-theoretic model," a sent-
ence with only oil prepositional Arise and, conse-.
quently, a muchroother rhythm.

on't use the piesive voice ueless you have spe-
cific reason for doing so, ,

In the active voice, the subject of the sentence
does tHie. acting: In the sentence; ,the staff submitted
a repirt." for exampte, the subject, staff does the>
action of submitting and the objectlrepori, receives
the action of being submitted.

In the passive voice, though, the subject of the
sentence receives- the anion. The passia.etvuice ter-
sion of our example Sentence is "The report was
submitted by the staff."'
-Why doesit matter whether you choose the active

- or passive 'oice since both sentences convey the
same idea? The active uses fewer words and is more
straightfoward;.passive-voice sentences can be
nn,necessarily complicated.

But please don't misinterpret, in some cases the
missive. is 'Addy more appropriate than the active.
When you don't know the doer of the action or wish

to emphasiic The receiver instead ofthe doer, you
hale a clear reason for choosing the passive %oice.
When possible. condense clauses _beginning with
hiA, that. or who into fewer words.

Clauses are word groups which appear before,
after, or within the main sentence to add additional
information. .Frequently, though. this inf, titration
can he added more economically in Aug. ways-
Ceimpare these two sentences: -The report. which
was lengthy, discussed the add-drop period," and
"The lengthy report discussed the add-drop period."

6. Avoid using roundabout phrases. Here are some
typicalexat'nples and suggested reisions:

Roundabout Revision 0"

.5

some questions related
to this issue

due to the tact that
in spite of the fact that
on a theoretical level
is now engaged in a study

some relesant questions

he,:ause
although
in theory
is now studying

a



7. Avoid too-lengthy sentences.
Present ybur information in shorter, more man-

ageable segments. While a few' centuries ego the
average sentence had 60' words, today it has only

; twenty (Venolia, 1982, p. 19).

By_following. these guidelines, you can substantially
.'reduce inefficiency, weakness. and unwield'ness in'your
:prose. Your readers will surely appreciate ypur, efforts.
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